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The 1985 Robert Zemeckis hit Back to the Future truly needs no introduction.
Produced by Steven Spielberg, the film is an all-around flawless production about a
teenager (Michael J. Fox) inadvertently driven back in time 30 years and forced to
help his parents meet in order to preserve his own future. The result is one of the
most entertaining sci-fi adventures ever produced. One of the many elements that
helps Back to the Future achieve this special status is the adventurous, exciting
score by Alan Silvestri. And while the score was an integral part of the film's overall
experience, it was relegated to only two tracks – a mere sampling – on the original
soundtrack album released at the time of the film. The MCA Records release mainly
focused on the vocals from the film, including the Huey Lewis and the News hits
"Power of Love" and "Back in Time." But a few minutes of score was not quite
enough to satisfy, and for years collectors of film music and fans of the movie pined
for a complete score release. Now, almost 25 years later (and closing in on the
same amount of time that Marty McFly traveled back in time to meet his teenage
parents), Intrada presents the complete Alan Silvestri score to Back to the Future on
this special 2-CD set.
The complete score as used in the final picture is included on the first CD and
comprises material recorded mostly during the period from June 5th through 11th,
1985, including two original source cues heard briefly in the film and presented here
in their entirety. The second CD offers a previously unheard listen into earlier May
sessions and plays as a dynamic listening experience on its own, relying less on the
main theme, but offering moments that are darker and more dramatic than the final
film eventually required. A final, original source cue not used in the finished film can
be heard for the first time, wrapping up the second disc. For this release, Intrada
had access to all the original multi-track elements housed at Universal Studios,
delivering a crisp and vibrant sound for this premiere release of one of the most
requested unreleased scores.
While this is a limited edition release, we don't want anyone to miss out on this
important album. For that reason, we have agreement that we can exceed the usual
3000 limit and do not need to indicate a specific amount on the packaging – so there
are more than enough to go around.
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